Photography 2
Sports Photography

Here are just a few tips when photographing a sporting event:

(a) You need to pay attention to everything going on.
(b) You need to know the game so you can predict events (they come and go in a fraction of a second).
(c) You need to know the players to understand certain reactions (out for injury, friend’s playing, ...).
(d) You need to be patient.
(e) You need to take LOTS of photos with the drive on High (rapid fire).

You will be turning in 2 folders. (1) your “practice” series & (2) your “actual” WHS sporting event series. Please remember, this is Photo 2. So images are expected to be of higher quality than what was done in Photo 1.

(1) Your Practice series (30 points)
Your practice series folder will contain 100+ images (keep your good and your bad images). Edit at least 10 of your best images and rename them 3-Name-sports1, 3-Name-sports2, ... Since this is practice, it is OK if the images are from different events. For practice you can shoot things like PE, little brother playing, ...

(2) Actual WHS Sporting event (40 points)
You will turn in a folder with 15 great images that capture the feel of the game. This series of images will include at least one of each of the following images.

(a) Important/climactic moment (scores, break away, interception, ...)  
(b) Audience reaction (in a game go to the opposing team’s side to shoot towards us)  
(c) Coaching moment (coach talking with a player, yelling at ref/field/players, talking in a group, on the walkies)  
(d) Other players reactions (on bench or on field)  
(e) Players entering the field